DESCRIPTION

*Notes on Cardiorespiratory Diseases of the Dog and Cat* is part of a series specifically designed, through an accessible note-based style, to ensure veterinarians and students have quick and easy access to the most up-to-date clinical and diagnostic information.

Since the first edition, there have been many developments in this field, particularly in the area of cardiology. This new edition has been completely revised and updated, and now includes the latest information on the diagnosis and treatment of cardiorespiratory diseases. Full of helpful tips and ideas, the authors offer their expert advice on the more common diseases, with some references to rarer conditions.

This edition includes:

- Completely revised new edition, now in the Notes On series, detailing the latest developments in the treatment of heart disease;
- Practitioner orientated, with full guidance on how to achieve the best diagnostic results for radiography, echocardiography and airway samples;
• Includes a drug glossary, table for CPR and useful appendices on breed predispositions and normal echo-values for dogs and cats;

• Written by experienced clinical experts in cardiorespiratory medicine.
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**FEATURES**

• Completely revised new edition, now in the Notes On series, detailing the latest developments in the treatment of heart disease;

• Practitioner orientated, with full guidance on how to achieve the best diagnostic results for radiography, echocardiography and airway samples;

• Includes a drug glossary, quick reference chart, table for CPR and useful appendices on breed predispositions and normal echo-values for dogs and cats;
• Written by experienced clinical experts in cardiorespiratory medicine.

To purchase this product, please visit https://www.wiley.com/en-us/9781405122641